Errata for *Representation and beyond: Female Victims in Post-Suharto Media*

**p 48:** First paragraph, fifth sentence, “(Siew Min 2006: 42)”, should be “(Sai 2006: 42)”.

**p 52:** Footnote 30, replace “Taman Lubang Buaya (Garden of Crocodile Well) and Monas (Monumen Nasional, National Monument)”, with “Monumen Pancasila Sakti (Sacred Pancasila Monument, hence Pansila Sakti Monument) at Lubang Buaya, Jakarta”.

**p 56:** Footnote 1, “See Chapter One, f.n. 14”, should be, “See Chapter One, f.n. 15”.

**p 66:** First paragraph, last sentence, “[...] is presented in Chapter Nine.” replace “Chapter Nine”, with “Chapter Eight”.

**p 80:** Footnote 45, “[...] concerning women’s leadership”, replace “leadership” with “agency”.

**p 96:** Footnote 11, omit the first sentence and the word “Meanwhile” in the second sentence.

**p 125:** Footnote 8, add a reference for the sentence “Arivia proudly told me [...] JIFFEST 2002” with ”(Interview with Gadis Arivia, 6 November 2002)”.

**p 165:** Footnote 20, replace “Aceh, South Sumatera, and Banten” with “Aceh and Banten”.

**p 166:** First paragraph, fourth sentence, “In some regions [...] formal implementation sharia [...]”, add “of” between “implementation” and “sharia”.

**p 175:** First paragraph, first sentence, “Starting with [...] no longer feature veiled women”, add “only” between “feature” and “veiled”.

**p 189:** First paragraph, fifth sentence, “With the explosion [...] to be publisised [...]”, replace “publisised” with “publicised”.


**p 245:** Footnote 36, “Forum Betawi Rempu”, should be “Forum Betawi Rempug”.

**p 261:** Second paragraph, second sentence, “(2002: 24)”, should be “(2002(a): 24)”.

**p 261:** Second paragraph, second sentence, “(2002: 24)”, should be “(2002(a): 24)”.